diss:kurs – What inspires young researchers

From Egyptology to Zoology: Six PhDs and Postdocs present their projects

Did you always want to know about the „information flow in nerve regeneration“ or the „resistance in power transmission in Europe“ or the „voltage in computer-aided face recognition“?

Do you want to present your research to a public audience and get 1:1 coaching for your presentations skills?

GRACE invites you to the 4th edition of the diss:kurs and gives you the chance to show what you are working on and to tell the public why this is an important topic.

Where? Kaisersaal des Theaters Fauteil/Tabourettli
Spalenberg 12, 4051 Basel

When? 19 November 2020, 17:00 – 20:00

What? An evening dedicated to junior scientists
- Six talks by PhDs and Postdocs followed by an Apéro

How to apply? Tell us what is special about your project and return the registration form until 31 July 2020 by clicking “send” in the upper right corner of the registration form.

In preparation for the event, we invite all speakers to attend an intense 2-day presentation skills workshop.